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Diverse Landscape Archaeologies
Landscape archaeology is one of the most studied fields in archaeology and it employs many
different approaches to enrich our knowledge of how humans lived in, changed, and were
shaped by the landscapes they inhabited. For this NBC, I have collected publications that
show some of the diversity of perspectives with which landscapes can be researched including:
a comprehensive study on Neolithic settlement dynamics on a Swiss lakeside; a wide-ranging
and long-term overview of the maritime landscapes of Taiwan; ancient urban landscapes in
the dark of night; changes in the landscape under the occupation of the Sobaipuri people; and
ending with a landscape history of English orchards.

Albert Hafner & Marco Hostettler (ed.). 2022. Burgäschisee 5000–3000 v. Chr.
Siedlungsdynamik und Mobilität, Landnutzung und Subsistenz (Open Series in Prehistoric
Archaeology 2). Leiden: Sidestone; 978-94-6427-021-1 paperback €80 Open Access.

The Alpine lakes are famous for their prehistoric pile dwelling settle-
ments and their exceptional preserved archaeological material,
due to being waterlogged, and are researched for over 150 years.
More than a thousand sites are known, and their exploration took
part in developing many areas of the archaeological sciences. The
editors of Burgäschisee, Albert Hafner andMarco Hostettler brought
together a large collection of scholarship to deliver a well-rounded
and in-depth study on one of the smaller and lesser known lakes
with Neolithic pile dwellings: the Burgäschisee, north of Bern,
Switzerland.

The Introduction collects background information about the long excavation history from
1850–2017. Its main emphasis is on the new phase of investigation and the project ‘Beyond
Lake Villages’ from 2013–2017, which included small sondages and drillings but no large excava-
tions, to clarify several areas of interest and especially the chronology of the sites. The Palaeolithic
and Mesolithic activities in the surrounding landscapes of the Burgäschisee are also highlighted.

A detailed chapter on dendrochronology illustrates the importance of this upcoming method-
ology in the 1960s and the exploration of the lake pile dwellings. Previous results are reinterpreted
and combined with newer samples to deliver a comprehensive overview of the Burgäschisee finds.

By far the largest chapter is the thorough description of the six different sites and the finds
material of the Neolithic settlements around the Burgäschisee. Special detail is given to stone
blade artefacts and the ceramics. The latter material received an elaborate archaeometrical ana-
lysis. The extensive chapter on bioarchaeology combines research and results of the numerous
faunal and floral remains from the recent investigations and the few human remains from the
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settlement sites and surrounding areas. All details are applied to the land-use simulation program
LUTES (Land Use and Technological Evolution Simulator) to model the changes of the land-
scape and human activities. Supplementary materials to the scientific studies are available online.

The conclusion draws on the chapters’ extensive results and discussions, which compre-
hensively evaluate the archaeological record from all possible angles, to reveal an intricate and
complex view of the history of the landscape and settlement dynamics of the Burgäschisee.
The site’s development from hunter-gatherer times to the Neolithic is outlined and places it into
the larger picture of the Neolithic in Switzerland. The Neolithic settlements of the Burgäschisee
show a dynamic way of life, in which dwellings were inhabited for only ten to twenty years before
being moved further along the shore. The majority of meat consumption was still provided by
hunting of large deer and especially aurochs. While there is also evidence for animal husbandry
and arable agriculture, the amount varies through different periods and can mainly be linked to
climate fluctuations. People andmaterials such as clay and flint came from local and surrounding
areas and the research provides evidence of a mobile and dynamic society.

The book is well structured and packed with information but written in an accessible style,
mainly in German. English and French summaries would have been useful to make it available
for a wider audience. The excellent illustrations, the accompanying generous catalogue and an
extensive bibliography help to overcome this minor criticism. It is an outstanding example of
how to publish in full a difficult set of old and new excavations and their related results amidst
an evolving discipline, while conveying the charm of the site and the involvement of the people
during this long exploration of the settlement landscape of the Burgäschisee.

Paola Calanca, Frank Muyard& Liu Yi-chang (ed.). 2022. Taiwan maritime landscapes
from Neolithic to early modern times. Paris: École française d’Extrême-Orient; 978-2-85539-
272-1 paperback €40.

The maritime landscapes of Taiwan have been subject to extensive
modern geopolitical analyses, but frequently in the absence of the
long durée of their past. This lavishly illustrated and meticulously
edited volume provides an accessible yet detailed text covering the
Neolithic to the seventeenth century AD. The fourteen chapters
in this edited volume trace the continuities and changes in relation-
ships between communities on the islands and their movements,
activities and connections across the seas. The origins of the volume
lie in a conference in Paris organised by the École Française d’Extrême
Orient involving scholars from Europe, Asia and North America

back in 2015. Each chapter is a standalone contribution, either written or translated into
English. The chronological organisation of the book together with the consistently tight
focus on the maritime landscape theme—as adapted from a concept developed by the
influential Swedish scholar Christer Westerdahl—means that the edited volume can be read
as a coherent narrative.

The Introduction (Calanca & Muyard) is followed by a history and historiography of
scholarship in Taiwan within the broader scholarly trends and narratives of East Asian studies
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(Muyard). The subsequent five chapters present different perspectives on the lively and
important debates surrounding Neolithic migration and mobility from Taiwan to the
broader East and Southeast Asian region (Siame & Leduc, Liu, Tsang, Chiang & Chen).
The influence of the ‘Out of Taiwan’ Neolithic migration model to explain the origins
and dispersal of the Austronesian language family throughout the islands of Southeast Asia
and beyond can be seen throughout the scholarship.

The chapters present studies ranging from the potential role of long-term climatic impacts on
the East Asian maritime environment to the typo-chronology and radiocarbon dating of ceram-
ics and stone tools potentially demonstrating intra-island connectivity, through to the considera-
tions of linguistics and ethnographic analogies. By comparison there are only two chapters
covering the first millenniums BC and AD evaluating the archaeological connections between
the Upper Thai-Malay peninsula and the Philippines (Favereau & Bellina) and the textual
sources on contact across the Taiwan straits (Clark). These contributions are especially valuable
as this period remains poorly understood in Taiwan. The focus of the volume then shifts towards
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries AD and the textual, rather than archaeological, records
highlighting the knowledge in China of the waters around Taiwan (Chen) and the richness of
the Spanish sources demonstrating contact between Manila and Taiwan (Ollé). The final two
wide-ranging chapters provide new intellectual frameworks for the maritime environment
around Taiwan (Calanca) and the Interaction Sphere of the South China Sea respectively
(Blerch). After the chapters, an invaluable and lengthy bibliography is presented.

The interdisciplinary approaches contained within the volume demonstrate how archae-
ologists, environmental scientists, geographers, historians, anthropologists and linguists can
bring new and nuanced perspectives to understanding how the maritime landscapes of Tai-
wan have shaped the communities on the island and in the surrounding region. As noted in
the introductory chapter, the archaeology of the island of Taiwan and its maritime landscapes
have been overlooked or marginalised in recent East Asian syntheses. This book is highly
recommended and will hopefully ensure that both the past communities of Taiwan and its
maritime landscapes are more widely studied.

Nancy Gonlin&Meghan E. Strong (ed.). 2022. After dark: the nocturnal urban landscape
and lightscape of ancient cities. Louisville: University Press of Colorado; 978-1-64642-259-3
hardback $76.

This rather unusual take on landscape archaeology gives excellent
examples on how to investigate facets of darkness in urban areas,
the use of artificial light in ancient cities and how it affected the per-
ception of the people populating these landscapes. The book is the
outcome of a Society for American Archaeology conference session
from 2019, which was organised by the editors and highlights this
new field of research in ancient urban studies.

The Introduction gives an overview of other research that has
touched on aspects of life at night or in the dark, such as in caves,
and the changes that artificial lighting brought into this ‘natural
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order’. It demonstrates the many ways in which the nocturnal dimension can be incorporated
into new approaches to research ancient cities and landscapes in order to retrieve a more hol-
istic picture of past life. Monica Smith’s A prehistory of ordinary people (2010) is named as the
cardinal study to wake their interest in studying night and darkness. Smith authored the con-
clusion chapter in this book on ‘Nocturnal urban landscapes: from the first cities to the pre-
sent’, which brings together the overarching themes and perspectives of the chapters and
embeds them excellently in the wider sphere of how darkness and its effects people’s lives.
The scope of the nine chapters extends from the Old World, with three contributions on
Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia and Greece, across to the New World with one chapter
from Mesoamerica, two from North America and three from South America. Most studies
in this book centre around religious and spiritual aspects of the ‘use’ of the night, such as
the effects of the New Year’s Eve ritual procession and artificial lighting in Ancient Egypt
(Strong). The Aztec ‘New Fire ceremony’, which was extremely rare, is scrutinised as one
of the very few rituals performed during the night in this culture. It was an impressive ritual
performed only every fifty-two years; it was founded on religious beliefs but also renewed
social bonds and served political agendas (Farah/Toby Evans). In investigating what happens
after nightfall in the Sanctuary of the Great Gods on Samothrace, Greece, Maggie Popkin
considers new ways to understand the phenomenological experiences of the ancient visitors
and worshippers. The strong connection between the starry night sky and spatial organisation
as well as religious life in the Wari empire, Peru (c. AD 600–1100) is researched and reveals,
among other things, the ritual settings in special, D-shaped, buildings (Cabrera Romero &
Ochatoma Cabrero). Cahokia is a settlement site next to the Mississippi River in modern Illi-
nois (US), that grew into an urban site around AD 1050 (beginning around AD 600). Inte-
grating the findings of the nearby site of Emerald suggests that this urbanisation occurred
with the arrival of immigrants who brought with them a new religion, which held at its centre
water, women, agriculture and the moon. The night then became part of the ritual landscape,
which is evident in the structures of Cahokia (Alt). The use of the moon as dramatic influence
in rituals, especially by the leading power figures among the Maya highlights another connec-
tion of religion, ruling elites and the night (Landau et al.).

John Wayne Janusek and Anna Guengerich discuss the remains of the city of Tiwanaku,
Bolivia, during its main phase AD 500–1000 and demonstrate what activities were under-
taken at night and whowas involved and where it happened, thus providing a nocturnal land-
scape of the city. Chaco Canyon in north-western NewMexico (US) is a much studied, large
archaeological area and famous for its dark sky and vast archeoastronomical research. Robert
Weiner investigates the ancient nightlife in the Canyon and finds that the fireboxes, which
were thought to be signalling stations, were more often part of rituals; in addition, gambling
was a common nightlife activity. In ancient Mesopotamia, many people dreaded the night
and associated this time with danger. It is presumed that fire beacon stations are also more
than signalling stations, and they are interpreted as night watchers to provide a sense of pro-
tection and safety to the sleeping people (Earley-Spadoni).

Sadly, the production of the images does not match the quality of the papers with the
small type and greyscale rendering most of them unreadable. Otherwise, this volume is an
excellent introduction explaining how to incorporate the dimension of darkness into research
questions in order to widen the scope of the results. All authors were able to shift the reader’s
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view beyond the archaeological material and evoke impressions of the night at the places they
studied. It should inspire many more scholars to venture down similar dimly lit paths.

References

SMITH, M. 2010. A prehistory of ordinary people.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press.

Deni J. Seymour. 2022. A green band in a parched and burning land: Sobaipuri O’odham
landscapes. Denver: University Press of Colorado; 978-1-64642-296-8 hardback $66.

The Sobaipuri O’odham people are one of the lesser-known Indi-
genous groups in the American Southwest who occupied the
main river valleys in southern Arizona during the Terminal Prehis-
toric and Early Historic period (fifteenth to nineteenth century
AD). Deni Seymour is one of the few scholars who has researched
and published extensively on their culture and archaeology and
this volume is an accumulation of decades of research. The book
combines throughout: the archaeology of both new excavations
and re-interpretations of old ones; insights and memories of the
modern descendants of the Sobaipuri O’odham; and the written
records from colonial times onwards. The latter is the main focus

of the book with one of the prime sources being the accounts of a Jesuit missionary, Father
Kino, from the late seventeenth century. The book seeks to bring the textual sources and
archaeological research together; it evaluates the evidence to deliver a factual picture of the
landscape during Sobaipuri occupation, thus revising former research perspectives.

The book argues for the importance of this specific group in settling the landscapes along
the fertile green strips of the rivers in their unique way of life as irrigation farmers year-round,
contrasting with some other groups who seasonally occupied the rivers. The first chapter con-
centrates on the history of research and available resources on which this work is built and
places the mentioned sites in a geographical and historical framework.

Concepts of landscape use and management along the rivers are explored in the second
chapter with an overview of how the landscape looked during the occupation of the Sobai-
puri. The selection of areas for agriculture and settlement are discussed and the results can be
used for future fieldwork in predicting the location of certain sites. The distribution of the
sites shows evidence of the deep understanding that the Sobaipuri had of features in the land-
scape as well as the surface and below-surface flow of the river systems. This would have been
essential to survive in the surrounding desert climate. The settlement type of the Sobaipuri
can be distinguished from their predecessors, and the later O’odham people, and it developed
over time owing to natural and political changes. The first chapter sets the stage for an
in-depth discussion of this landscape, but what follows instead are seemingly disconnected
chapters, as if all were written separately for different aspects of research concerning the
Sobaipuri.
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Some chapters give detailed accounts of recurring discussion points in the research of the
Sobaipuri: their presence along the Gila River; the settlement site of Xavier del Bac; the local-
isation of Quiburi, another settlement, and its final days; and the presence of a Jesuit mission
on the San Pedro River. Another chapter highlights open questions around the edges and bor-
ders of Sobaipuri occupied lands and rectifies the assumptions of old records with new results
especially around the San Pedro headwaters and the Babocomari River.

A case study of the settlements along the Sonoita Creek gives the most detailed record of
archaeological finds. The settlement structures are similar to those in other river valleys occu-
pied by the Sobiapuri, but also show nuanced differences, possibly highlighting areas of the
settlement that were influenced by people from elsewhere. Furthermore, fieldwork under-
taken along the San Pedro River changes the interpretation of this area into a much more
complex occupational history than was presented through the textual evidence.

The chapters would have benefited from an overarching narrative to connect them. Sadly,
the chance to introduce a larger audience to this not widely studied people is missed. An
accessible introduction for non-specialists to engage the reader with the world of the Sobai-
puri would have been valuable, and colourful illustrations could have been used to provide a
more vivid image of the Sobaipuri O’odham landscapes. For readers with more knowledge of
the subject, the book combines in-depth scholarship and intricate knowledge about the
Sobaipuri and delivers an up-to-date review of research and highlights possible areas for future
studies.

Gerry Barnes & Tom Williamson. 2022. English orchards: a landscape history. Oxford:
Oxbow; 978-1-914427-19-0 paperback £34.99.

The English countryside is written about in many a book and from
as many perspectives. This study by the renowned landscape histor-
ians Gerry Barnes and TomWilliamson concentrates on “the differ-
ent kinds of orchards and explain when and why they appeared in
the landscape —and when and why many have now disappeared
from it” (p. 2). The authors go beyond the often-nostalgic view of
orchards and delve into the origin of fruit growing in England
from medieval times to the present, where orchard landscapes
seem ever more on the decline. A short introduction is given on

the origins of fruit growing of mainly domesticated, imported species and the special
techniques of management that they need (e.g. such as grafting and pruning).

In their search for a more scientific way to study orchards in the landscape, the authors
have combined mentions in old maps and written records, which is often the only evidence
left. Through this historiographical approach, the orchards are classified in different types,
concentrating mainly on the eighteenth to twenty-first century. The first type are farmhouse
and commercial orchards, which do not have a distinct division. Usually, farmhouse orchards
are for domestic consumption, with maybe the surplus being sold on markets, and the com-
mercial ones are the sole income of the orchard tenant/farmer. The latter orchards can
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become quite large in more recent times, though are known already from the Middle Ages.
The other category is ‘gardens and institutions’ which includes garden orchards belonging to
stately homes or manor houses. These are often designed to be aesthetically pleasing in add-
ition to being practical. The other part of this category refers to gardens at institutions, such as
colleges, hospitals or children’s homes, though these are fewer in numbers. Examples of both
categories are discussed and aspects of their developments, location, management, economics
and aesthetics are highlighted. Further chapters introduce the three key fruit-growing regions
of England: the Western countries; Kent; and East Anglia and the Fens. Cider production
was the main driver in expanding the apple orchards in the west, but other fruit was also
grown. The emergence of better transport from the mid-nineteenth century led to a more
commercialised way of growing in many areas of the Southeast and East Anglia.

The recent history of orchards and the decline of commercial orchards from the 1950s
onwards is sketched out; one chapter is a practical guide for future research enthusiasts
and it explains how one could study old orchards in a meaningful way.

The last two chapters connect the historical events with their importance for modern soci-
ety. These are the distinct biodiversities in an orchard habitat as well as the impact on culture
and history that orchards have, especially regarding old varieties of fruit. The authors advocate
strongly for the conservation of old orchards, but stress this is an active process of managing
the orchard landscapes rather than the currently fashionable, if flawed, policy of the wide-
spread ‘re-wilding’ of nature. The important biodiverse habitat of orchards was always a prod-
uct of human intervention. The book is an enjoyable read, it combines a vast amount of
information in an accessible narrative.

Books received
This list includes all books received between 1 March 2023 and 30 April 2023. Those fea-
turing at the beginning of New Book Chronicle, however, have not been duplicated in this
list. The listing of a book in this chronicle does not preclude its subsequent review in
Antiquity.

Africa and Egypt

MARIAM F. AYAD (ed.). 2023. Women in Ancient
Egypt: revisiting power, agency, and autonomy.
Cairo &New York: American University in Cairo
Press; 978-1-64903-180-8 hardback £85.

JOCHEM KAHL & ANDREA KILIAN. 2022. Asyut: the
capital that never was (Asyut Project 18).
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz; 978-3-447-11909-2
hardback €128.

GRZEGORZ OCHAŁA. 2023. Life and death at a Nubian
monastery: the collected funerary epigraphy from
Ghazali (Nubia 2). Turnhout: Brepols;
978-2-503-60064-2 paperback €110.

SUSANNA THOMAS. 2023. Ramesses, loved by Ptah: the
history of a colossal royal statue. Cairo & New York:
American University in Cairo Press;
978-1-64903-185-3 paperback £19.95.

Americas

KATHLEEN DEAGAN. 2023. En Bas Saline. A Taíno
town before and after Columbus. Gainesville:

University of Florida Press; 978-1-68340-355-5
hardback $90.
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D. SHANE MILLER, ASHLEY M. SMALLWOOD & JESSE

W.Tune. 2022.The American Southeast at the end
of the Ice Age. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press; 978-0-8173-2128-4 hardback $84.95.

STEPHEN E. NASH & ERIN L. BAXTER (ed.). 2023.
Pushing boundaries in Southwestern archaeology.
Chronometry, collections, and contexts. Denver:

University Press of Colorado;
978-1-64642-361-3 hardback $75.

CHRISTINA PERRY SAMPSON (ed.). 2023.
Fisher-hunter-gatherer complexity in North
America. Gainesville: University Press of Florida;
978-0-8130-6964-7 hardback $90.

Anatolia, Levant, Middle East

CAROLINE SAUVAGE & CHRISTINE LORRE (ed.). 2023.
À la découverte du royaume d’Ougarit (Syrie du IIe
Millénaire): les fouilles de C.F.A. Schaeffer à Minet
el-Beida et Ras Shamra (1929–1937)
(Contributions to the Archaeology of Egypt,
Nubia and the Levant 7). Vienna: Austrian
Academy of Sciences; 978-3-7001-7998-6
hardback €165.

SURESHKUMAR MUTHUKUMARAN. 2023. The tropical
turn: agricultural innovation in the ancient Middle
East and the Mediterranean. Oakland: University
of California Press; 978-0-520-39084-3
paperback £30.

VALENTINA A. GRASSO. 2023. Pre-Islamic Arabia:
societies, politics, cults and identities during Late
Antiquity. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press; 978-1-009-25296-6 hardback $85.

Asia

ALOK KUMAR KANUNGO & Laure Dussubieux (ed.).
2021. Ancient glass of South Asia: archaeology,
ethnography and global connections. New York:
Springer; 978-981-16-3655-4 hardback
£109.99.

SUDESHNA GUHA. 2022. A history of India through 75
objects. Gurugram: Hachette;
978-93-5009-902-5 hardback ₹299.

Byzantine, early medieval and medieval

SIMON GOLDHILL. 2022. The Christian invention of
time: temporality and the literature of Late
Antiquity. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press; 978-1-316-51290-6 hardback $44.99.

ANNA-ELISABETH JENSEN. 2023. Freunde und Feinde:
Dania Slavica. Südseeland, Lolland, Falster und
Møn in der Wikingerzeit und im Hochmittelalter.

Aarhus: Aarhus University Press;
978-87-7219-320-5 hardback DK399.95.

MARK MCKERRACHER & HELENA HAMEROW (ed.).
2023. New perspectives on the medieval
‘agricultural revolution’: crop, stock and furrow.
Liverpool: Liverpool University Press;
978-1-80207-723-0 paperback £28 Open
Access.

The Classical world

PATRIK KLINGBORG (ed.). 2023. Going against the
flow: wells, cisterns and water in ancient Greece
(Skrifter utgivna av Svenska Institutet i Athen 2).
Stockholm: Swedish Institute at Athens;
978-91-7916-067-8 hardback SEK530 Open
Access.

MELISSA LANE. 2023. Of rule and office: Plato’s ideas
of the political. Princeton (NJ): Princeton
University Press; 978-0-691-19215-4 hardback
£42.

JOSHUA P. NUDELL. 2023. Accustomed to obedience?
Classical Ionia and the Aegean world, 480–294
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BCE. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press; 978-0-472-13337-6 hardback $75 Open
Access.

TONY SPAWFORTH. 2023. What the Greeks did for us.
London: Yale University Press;
978-0-300-25802-8 hardback £20.

European pre- and protohistory

DUŠAN BORIĆ, DRAGANA ANTONOVIĆ &
BOJANA MIHAILOVIĆ (ed.). 2021. Foraging
assemblages: papers presented at the ninth
international conference on the Mesolithic in
Europe, Belgrade 2015. Belgrade & New York:
Serbian Archaeological Society & Italian
Academy for Advanced Studies in America,
Columbia University; 978-86-80094-14-4 ebook
Open Access.

LAURE FONTANA. 2023. Les sociétés de chasseurs de
rennes du Paléolithique récent en France: économie,
écologie et cycle annuel de nomadisme (Homme et
Environnement 3). Besançon: Presses
universitaires de Franche-Comté;
978-2-84867-935-8 hardback €35.

BOŠTJAN LAHARNAR. 2022. From Ocra to Albion:
Notranjska between prehistory and antiquity
(Catalogi et Monographiae 45). Ljubljana:
Narodni muzej Slovenije; 978-961-6981-57-6,
hardback €58.

JUAN JESÚS PADILLA FERNÁNDEZ. 2022. Identidades y
tecnología social en la Edad del Hierro: las cerámicas
de Las Cogotas (Bibliotheca Praehistorica Hispana

38). Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas; 978-84-00-11117-5 hardback €58.

JUAN ANTONIO QUIRÓS CASTILLO (ed.). 2023.
Agrarian archaeology in northwestern Iberia. Local
societies: the off-site record. Oxford: Archaeopress;
978-1-80327-435-5 paperback £35 Open
Access.

JUAN ANTONIO QUIRÓS CASTILLO & JOSU

NARBARTE HERNÁNDEZ (ed.). 2023. People and
agrarian landscapes: an archaeology of postclassical
local societies in the western Mediterranean.
Oxford: Archaeopress; 978-1-80327-437-9
paperback £42 Open Access.

LORENZ RAHMSTORF. 2022. Studien zu
Gewichtsmetrologie und Kulturkontakt im 3.
Jahrtausend v. Chr. 2 vol.
(Universitätsforschungen zur prähistorischen
Archäologie 379). Bonn: Rudolf Habelt;
978-3-7749-4346-9 hardback €149.

NATHAN SCHLANGER. 2023. L’invention de la
technologie: une histoire intellectuelle avec André
Leroi-Gourhan. Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France; 978-2-13-083395-6 paperback €26.

Historical archaeology

VINCENT CARPENTIER & CYRIL MARCIGNY (ed.).
2023. Pont-de-l’Arche et le fort d’Alizay-Igoville
(Eure): les fortifications de la Seine normande, de
l’âge viking à la guerre de Cent Ans. Caen: Presses
Universitaires de Caen; 978-2-38185-190-7
hardback €60.

ZBIGNIEW POLAK & MICHAŁ STARSKI. 2022.
Archaeological finds from the main town in Gdan ́sk:
a catalogue from excavations at Długi Targ and
Powrozńicza Street (Warsaw Studies in
Archaeology 2). Turnhout: Brepols;
978-2-503-59930-4 paperback €75.

Mediterranean archaeology

GEORGIOS DELIGIANNAKIS. 2022. A cultural history of
Late Roman Cyprus (Cyprus Research Centre,
Texts and Studies in the history of Cyprus XC).
Nicosia: Cyprus Research Centre;
978-9963-0-8169-1 hardback €20.

KEVIN D. FISHER. 2023. Monumentality,
place-making and social interaction on Late Bronze
Age Cyprus (Monographs in Mediterranean

Archaeology 17). Sheffield (UK)/Bristol (US):
Equinox; 978-1-84553-404-2 hardback £150.

GUY D. MIDDLETON. 2023. Women in the ancient
Mediterranean world: from the Palaeolithic to the
Byzantines. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press; 978-1-108-70383-3 paperback £22.99.

DAVID MICHAEL SMITH, WILLIAM G. CAVANAGH &
ANGELOS PAPADOPOULOS (ed.). 2023. The wider
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